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Abstract
Convective transport is the largest and fastest re-distributor of atmospheric chemical tracers.
The cloud-core area fraction is important to represent in numerical models for convective
transport, since it is the horizontal fraction of the grid cell where the mass flux is concentrated. This cloud-core area fraction of convective clouds is not yet well represented in the
ECHAM/MESSy Atmospheric Chemistry (EMAC) model. Since convective transport takes
place on sub-grid scales, this process has to be parametrized. The original parametrization
incorrectly assumes a constant vertical velocity in all cloud cores of 1 m s−1 and that the
cloud-core area fraction is a direct function of mass flux.
We aim to improve the representation of convective transport in EMAC by implementing
a novel parametrization for cloud-core area fraction (Sikma and Ouwersloot, 2015). This
parametrization, derived using large-eddy simulations, is a function of moisture, independent of the mass flux calculation. The novel parametrization takes into account the sub-grid
variability of moisture through the standard deviation of total specific humidity. In the
original EMAC code this standard deviation was not available. Output was generated that
suggested to represent it, but i) a proxy for this standard deviation ii) was calculated correctly only using a specific cloud cover scheme and iii) was outputted as the variance of
moisture. Because a correct standard deviation is necessary for implementation of the novel
parametrization regardless of cloud cover scheme, the standard deviation and other necessary variables are calculated and made available diagnostically. Cloud-core area fractions
from both parametrizations will be available, where only one is used for convective transport.
The novel parametrization under preferred settings is as computationally expensive as the
default setting with the original parametrization, making them computationally equally applicable. Lower limits are important to consider, because this is the value that is taken when
the novel parametrization fails to calculate a convective cloud cover. When the lower limit
is too low, the mass flux could be concentrated over a small cloud core, increasing the vertical velocity to unphysical values of several thousand m s−1 and next to this computational
costs increase. When applying an upper limit to the cloud-core area fraction equal to the
total cloud area fraction, the lower limit is regularly triggered due to an underestimation
of convective clouds in the cloud cover scheme, again resulting in extremely high vertical
velocities and computational costs. Necessary for calculating realistic vertical velocities in
the novel parametrization is a lower limit of 0.01 and an upper limit of 1. Realistic vertical
velocity distributions in the cloud cores show that the novel parametrization is then applicable at all vertical levels.
All numerical experiments contained exponentially decaying chemical tracers with different
lifetimes. Effects of applying the new parametrization on convective transport are significant, since for the novel parametrization with lower limit 0.01 and upper limit 1 root mean
square deviations, of various atmospheric constituents, averaged over a year, with regards
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to the original parametrization range from 15.1% to 1.5%. Due to larger vertical velocities in
the novel parametrization vertical transport is enhanced. Root mean square deviations were
largest for chemical tracers with lifetimes of 6 h − 1 h, because these lifetimes are comparable to the timescale of convective transport. Both parametrizations have different features:
the original parametrization shows a more realistic distribution of cloud-core area fractions,
but relies on the crude approximation that the vertical velocity in cloud-cores always equals
1 m s−1 . The novel parametrization with a lower limit 0.01 and upper limit 1 is based on
more physical assumptions and LES studies and calculates realistic vertical velocities, but
has got a less realistic cloud-core area fraction distribution. Future research will point out
which parametrization represents convective transport more realistically. Anyhow, both
parametrizations are available in the updated version of EMAC.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
Daytime turbulent motions mix chemical reactants emitted at the Earth’s surface throughout the entire planetary boundary layer (PBL), where under clear skies eddies could reach
vertical velocities in the order of m s−1 (Hogan et al., 2009). Above the PBL transport is
generally slow, in the order cm s−1 , but cumulus convection transports reactants to layers
in the upper troposphere with vertical velocities in the range of several m s−1 (Lawrence
and Rasch, 2005; Tost et al., 2010). Chemical reactants with longer lifetimes can be transported by either to reach the troposphere, but chemical reactants with smaller lifetimes
depend on convective updrafts to be transported to these vertical extents, where they influence local chemistry. Because on a global scale convective updrafts are the most effective
transporters of chemical reactants it is important to understand related processes and to
implement them in Global Circulation Models (GCM). Earlier studies in GCM’s proved that
convective transport is highly variable and dependent on numerous processes. For example,
it matters greatly whether the Plume Ensemble Formulation (PEF) or Bulk Formulation (BF)
is used to calculate transport of atmospheric compounds with different lifetimes emitted at
the Earth’s surface (Lawrence and Rasch, 2005). Tost et al. showed that the choice of convection scheme can globally influence the concentration of certain atmospheric compounds
(Tost et al., 2010). Ouwersloot et al. showed that intermediate time-stepping prevents the
need to unrealistically cap the mass flux and substantially alters tropospheric mixing ratios
of atmospheric compounds with different lifetimes(Ouwersloot et al., 2015). These findings,
which are closely related to convective transport, stress the need for more research on the
topic.
Global runs require a vast amount of computational effort, which restrics users to horizontal resolutions which cannot resolve cumulus convection and all processes related to
convective transport (cloud micro-physics, convection, chemistry etc.), so that these must
be parametrized (Arakawa, 2004; Kim et al., 2012). A way to parametrize these processes
is finding relations in observations from measurement campaigns and in data from Large
Eddy Simulation (LES) studies, and subsequently upscale by implementing said relations
in GCM’s. LES studies have proven to be a huge asset to parametrize processes important
for convective transport in GCM’s, like mass flux parametrizations (Vilà-Guerau de Arellano et al., 2005; Ouwersloot et al., 2013), vertical velocities (Ouwersloot et al., 2013; Sikma
and Ouwersloot, 2015) and a parametrization for the area fraction of cloud cores (Sikma and
Ouwersloot, 2015).
In this study the latter parametrization will be implemented in EMAC (the ECHAM5/MESSy
Atmospheric Chemistry climate model (Jöckel et al., 2006)) with the aim to more accurately
represent convective transport. The area fraction of cloud cores is of major importance for
1

convective transport. It is defined as the horizontal fraction of the grid cell where the mass
flux is concentrated and, dependening on model settings of EMAC, can have a large influence on tropospheric mixing ratios (Ouwersloot et al., 2015). In the original version of
EMAC the area fraction of cloud cores is a function of mass flux. This parametrization includes the rather crude assumption that if clouds are present, the updraft velocity is always
1 m s−1 , where updraft velocities rather vary between 1 and 5 m s−1 (Siebesma et al., 2003).
The new parametrization is derived using 10 different LES cases to represent a wide range
of meteorological conditions. However, it is only derived at one height: the cloud base.
The new parametrization calculates the area fraction of cloud cores independently of mass
flux, namely as a function of specific humidity and the sub-grid variability of moisture, related to the standard deviation of the beta distribution of total specific humidity (Tompkins,
2002; Sikma and Ouwersloot, 2015). The standard deviation of specific humidity is not explicitly available in the original EMAC, but the distribution width of the beta distribution,
which is related to the required standard deviation, is calculated in the CLOUD submodel
for one of the two cloud schemes. This CLOUD submodel calculates the effect of cloud
micro-physics on tendencies of phase changes of water (Roeckner et al., 2006). The true
standard deviation of specific humidity is made available for the calculation of convective
transport regardless of cloud scheme choice. Next to the process of convection of water,
the area fraction of cloud cores is calculated in the CONVECT submodel (Tost et al., 2006),
where the new parametrization will be implemented. The convective transport of chemical
tracers is treated separately by the CVTRANS submodel (Tost et al., 2010). Here, one chooses
if the represented mass flux concentrates over the entire grid cell or the cloud-core area. In
the updated code, one chooses whether the cloud-core area fraction coupled to convective
transport is provided by the original or the novel parametrization.
In Chapt. 2 the theoretical framework, model specifics and numerical experiments will be
discussed. Chapt. 3 comprises the evaluation of results from the numerical experiments
with implications for convective transport. Chapt. 4 gives concluding remarks and recommendations for proper use of the parametrization and future research.
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Chapter 2

Methodology
2.1 Model
In this study version 2.52p1 of the Modular Earth Submodel System (MESSy) framework is
used (Jöckel et al., 2004, 2010), which is a modular interface structure that connects a base
model to various selected submodels. The base model is the 5th generation European Centre
Hamburg general circulation model (ECHAM5) (Roeckner et al., 2006). The hybrid from this
interface and base model is the ECHAM5/MESSy Atmospheric Chemistry model (EMAC)
(Jöckel et al., 2006). The submodels of interest, where changes will be introduced, are:
• the CLOUD submodel, which calculates the large scale condensation of water through
cloud micro-physics (Roeckner et al., 2006)
• the CONVECT submodel, which calculates the process of convection, the transport of
water and contains a routine for the prognosis of acc (Tost et al., 2006)
• CVTRANS submodel, which calculates convective transport of scalars other than water and heat (Tost et al., 2010) based on the bulk formulation, often referred to as the
”leaky pipe” representation (Lawrence and Rasch, 2005).

2.2 Parametrizations area fraction of cloud cores
Note that in this manuscript we need to distinguish between cover c and area fraction a, as
well as subscripts clouds c and cloud cores cc . An area fraction is assessed at one vertical
level, while a cover is vertically projected over a column. Subscript c depicts the horizontal
extent of the actual cloud, while subscript cc is only the horizontal fraction of the grid cell
where convective transport by cloud cores is taking place.
Convective transport is driven by the upward fraction of mass flux M in kg m−2 s−1 , which
transports air with density ρair in kg m−3 through horizontal fraction acc of the grid cell with
vertical velocity νup in m s−1 in the following way:
M = acc ρair νup

(2.1)

In EMAC, the mass flux is calculated by the CONVECT submodel, independently of convective tracer transport. However, both acc and νup are unknown. In EMAC the parametrization
was adapted from the Model of Atmospheric Transport and Chemistry (MATCH) (Rasch
et al., 1997). Here, νup is assumed to be constant at 1 m s−1 . However, this is a rather crude
3
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approximation considering that vertical velocities in cloud cores frequently are smaller or
larger than 1 m s−1 and variable with height (Siebesma et al., 2003). Furthermore, Eq. 2.1
results in M scaling linearly with acc , independent of dynamic properties other than those
that determine the mass flux itself. Next to this, the cloud-core area fraction has proven to
significantly affect convective transport (Ouwersloot et al., 2015).
Therefore a paramerization which could more accurately infer the acc is necessary. Sikma
and Ouwersloot derived a parametrization where acc is a function of moisture in the following way (Sikma and Ouwersloot, 2015):
acc = 0.292 Q−2
2 ,

(2.2)

where Q2 is a function of the total- and saturation specific humidity, qt and qsat , in kg kg−1
and the standard deviation of total specific humidity, σqt in kg kg−1 , as follows (Lenderink
and Siebesma, 2000):
Q2 =

qt − qsat
.
σq t

(2.3)

Eq. (2.2) was derived using 10 different LES cases (Shallow Cumulus, Stratocumulus and
transition cases) over continental and marine surfaces to represent a wide range of atmospheric conditions and was derived at cloud base, diagnosed as the first height where LES
grid cells where saturated.
The sub-grid variability of moisture can be taken into account in EMAC through the spatial
standard deviation of qt , calculated from the beta distribution according to Tompkins (2002):
r
pq
b−a
,
(2.4)
σq t =
p+q p+q+1
where a and b are the minimum and maximum qt and p and q are shape parameters. The
other high-order moment of the beta distribution, skewness ςqt , is defined as follows:
r
2(q − p) p + q + 1
(2.5)
ςq t =
p+q+2
p
In the original version of this statistical scheme p is set to 2, so that only q can vary and
determines the shape of the beta distribution of qt (Tompkins, 2002).

2.3 Modifications to MESSy submodels
In order to calculate acc using Eq. (2.2), changes need to be made to the MESSy CLOUD,
CONVECT and CVTRANS submodels. The CLOUD submodel contains micro-physics calculations and two schemes to calculate large scale cloud cover: one diagnoses the cloud
cover based on the standard relative humidity calculation (Lohmann and Roeckner, 1996),
the other is the prognostic statistical scheme by Tompkins (2002), which diagnoses (b − a)
and q of Eqs. 2.4 and 2.5, which are ingredients to calculate σqt . MESSy allows for the choice
of one cloud scheme, but regardless of choice of schemes, always needs σqt to be available.
In the original version of the CLOUD submodel there are two variables available in the
Tompkins scheme, which are incorrectly outputted as the variance and skewness of the total
water amount (σq2t and ςqt ). These variables are actually respectively the distribution width
(b − a) and the shape parameter q. In this project i) this difference has been clarified in the
4
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variable descriptions, ii) the diagnostic σqt and ςqt are added, and iii) the diagnostic variables
are calculated independent of the selected CLOUD submodel options. Note that we have
taken care to not affect any prognostic calculations in making these modifications.
In the CONVECT submodel several convection schemes are available, as well as the original
parametrization for prognosis of acc . Here the novel parametrization will be added in a new
routine. The routine will contain calculations for Q2 and acc and will make these variables
available for analysis. The acc in the original parametrization is confined between 0.0001
and 1. Since physically it is impossible for acc to be larger than ac , we investigate whether
an upper limit of ac would be more proper in this study. This has been done for both the
original and the novel parametrization. In the updated version of the model code both routines will be calculated, but only one is coupled to convective transport in the CVTRANS
submodel.

2.4 Numerical experiments
Numerous numerical experiments will be executed with EMAC to assess the effect of code
modifications. Used submodels are shown in Table 2.1.
The simulations are performed at the T106 resolution (160x320 grid; ~125 km at the equator)
Table 2.1: List of enabled submodels in EMAC for executed numerical experiments.

Submodel

Description

Reference

CLOUD
CONVECT
CVTRANS
GWAVE
OFFEMIS
PTRAC
TREXP
TROPOP
VISO

Original ECHAM5 cloud formation
Convection parametrizations
Convective tracer transport
Grativy waves
Prescribed emissions of trace gases
Tests with passive tracers
Exponentially decaying tracers
Tropopause and boundary-layer diagnostics
Diagnostics at iso-surfaces

(Roeckner et al., 2006)
(Tost et al., 2006)
(Tost et al., 2010)
(Roeckner et al., 2006)
(Kerkweg et al., 2006)
(Jöckel et al., 2008)
(Jöckel et al., 2010)
(Jöckel et al., 2006)
(Jöckel et al., 2010)

with 31 vertical levels and a time step of 6 minutes. The simulations range from the 1st of
January 2000 until the 1st of January 2012, the first year being considered spinup time, the
latter ten being considered suitable for analysis. Due to time constraints only January 2001
has been used in this manuscript. The initial conditions are described by the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) operational analysis data. Later analyses will consider the entire time range. No nudging is applied to solely assess the effect of
the novel parametrization on the dynamical aspects of convective transport. Furthermore,
all runs apply intermediate time-stepping as recommended by Ouwersloot et al. (2015), with
maxfrac set to 0.5, meaning that only half of the evaluated mass in the cloud-core part of the
grid box is allowed to leave per intermediate time step through convective updrafts. Because the M is concentrated over the cloud-core area, the amount intra time-steps increases
with lower acc . For all numerical experiments the standard convection parametrization of
Tiedtke is applied with Nordeng closure.
In all numerical experiments, exponentially decaying tracers with lifetimes, τ , of 1000 s, 1
and 6 h and 1, 2, 25 and 50 d, will be emitted at the Earth’s surface, identical to Ouwersloot
5
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et al. (2015). Emissions will be spatially uniformly distributed.
To prevent the calculation of unrealistic values of cloud-core area fraction, lower and upper
limits are needed. Physically, the cloud-core area fraction cannot be larger than the cloud
area fraction. Different numerical experiments will be executed with acc capped by ac , but
also limited by 1, so that the behaviour of the parametrization independent of cloud area
fraction and effect on computational efforts can be investigated. For similar reasons lower
limits have been tweaked, from the original value of 0.0001 to 0.001 and 0.01. The cloud
cover scheme in the CLOUD submodel affects the upper limit ac and computational effort,
which is worth looking into. As a reference numerical experiment, ALWAYS1 contains an
acc which is equal to one in every grid cell.
10 numerical experiments are executed in this study. If the name of run contains ”ORG”,
the acc from the original parametrization is coupled to convective transport in CVTRANS,
where if it contains ”NEW”, the acc is used from the new parametrization. If the name of
the run ends with ”UP1”, the acc is capped by 1, if it ends with ”UPAC”, it is capped by
the ac and if it ends with ”LOW001” or ”LOW0001”, the lower limit is 0.01 or 0.001 instead
of 0.0001. If the experiment name starts with a ”T”, the Tompkins cloud scheme is used
(Tompkins, 2002), otherwise the default cloud scheme is used. ”NEWNEW” applies a lower
limit of 0.01 and an upper limit of 1. ”ALWAYS1” always outputs a cloud-core area fraction
of 1. An overview is given in Table 2.2.
To be able to assess the difference in tropospheric mixing ratios of passive chemical tracers
Table 2.2: List of settings for all numerical experiments. Prognostic acc depicts whether the original
or novel parametrization was coupled to convective transport. *lower and upper limits do no apply
in this run: through a namelist setting in the CVTRANS submodel the acc is set to 1.

Name

Prognostic acc

ORGUPAC
TORGUPAC
ORGUP1
NEWUPAC
TNEWUPAC
NEWLOW001
NEWLOW0001
NEWUP1
NEWNEW
ALWAYS1

original
original
original
novel
novel
novel
novel
novel
novel
novel

Lower limit
0.0001
0.0001
0.0001
0.0001
0.0001
0.01
0.001
0.0001
0.01
0.0001*

Upper limit
ac
ac
1
ac
ac
ac
ac
1
1
1*

Cloud scheme
(Lohmann and Roeckner, 1996)
(Tompkins, 2002)
(Lohmann and Roeckner, 1996)
(Lohmann and Roeckner, 1996)
(Tompkins, 2002)
(Lohmann and Roeckner, 1996)
(Lohmann and Roeckner, 1996)
(Lohmann and Roeckner, 1996)
(Lohmann and Roeckner, 1996)
(Lohmann and Roeckner, 1996)

in the same numerical grid, the Root Mean Square Deviation RM SD is calculated, weighted
by air mass m, in the following way:
s
Σi mi (cA,i − cB,i )2
,
(2.6)
RM SDA,B (c) =
Σ i mi
where A and B depict two different numerical experiments, index i the individual grid cells,
c the mixing ratio and the overline a temporal average. The RMSD is presented as a percentage of the air-mass-weighted mixing ratio. The air-mass-weighted ratio reaches an asymptote, because we consider only chemically inert species in all numerical experiments, which
finally decay at the same rate as they are being emitted at the Earth’s surface. In this case,
6
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the air mass m differs between different experiments only due to the cloud cover scheme.
But since weight differences don’t exceed 1%, the weight calculated with the Lohmann and
Roeckner cloud scheme will be used. Furthermore, the RMSD will be calculated yearly to
be able to discover trends over the 10 year period (2001-2011) and over the whole 10 year
period. Short term fluctuations wil be averaged out, since our interest mainly lies in the
long term. Again, due to time constraints we had to concentrate the analysis on January
2001 instead of the anticipated period from 2001 until 2012. For the planned paper the latter
period will be used.
In parts of this report only data in grid cells where mass flux M is larger than 0 will be
considered, since area fraction of cloud cores only affects convective transport if M is larger
than zero. Furthermore, model data is calculated every 6 minutes but by default outputted
every 5 hours. For several sections instantaneous values are used, where for other sections
we need a more robust temporal average. Which data selection applies to which section will
be mentioned.

7
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Chapter 3

Results and discussion
In Sect. 3.1 a short comparison of the corrected standard deviation of moisture in the updated code with regards to the “standard deviation” calculated in original code will be
given. In Sect. 3.2 a first assessment on the performance of the new parametrization in
comparison with the original one will be given in the form of histograms of cloud-core area
fractions and vertical velocities. Thereafter in Sect. 3.3 the effect of different lower and upper limits on computational effort will be discussed. In Sect. 3.4 regression between mass
flux and Q2 is used as indicator for the performance of the new parametrization. In Sect.
3.5 zonal averages of cloud-core area fractions and mixing ratios of chemical tracers will be
discussed along with the root mean square deviations of the tracers.

3.1 Standard deviation of specific humidity

Figure 3.1: Standard deviations for original code a) and updated code b) at p = 945 hPa averaged
over January 2001 in g kg−1 .

Implemented in the original code was i) an incorrectly calculated ii) proxy (distribution
width (b − a)) for iii) the standard deviation of total water amount. In the updated code this
is fixed: we i) made sure the standard deviation is always calculated correctly, regardless of
cloud cover scheme, ii) additionally actually calculated the standard deviation of moisture
next to the originally diagnosed distribution width (b − a) and iii) corrected the variable
description.
9
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Because in the original code the (proxy for) standard deviation of moisture was outputted as
the variance, taking the square root of this variable should result in the standard deviation
of moisture. This is shown in Fig. 3.1 a), where b) reflects the effects of applied corrections
on the calculation of the standard deviation of moisture. The square root of the variance
of moisture produced by the original code (Fig. 3.1 a)) scales with a factor of 10 to the
standard deviation produced by the updated code (Fig. 3.1 b)), while they should have been
equal. Next to this, signals differ between both standard deviations, because the “variance”
of the total water amount is actually the distribution width (b − a), which is used in the
updated code to calculate the standard deviation from Eq. 2.4. Consequently, we can use
the corrected standard deviation of the total water amount for the calculation of the cloudcore area fraction, which would have been incorrect based on the original code.

3.2 Cloud-core area fraction and vertical velocity
For the following histogram only grid cells where M is larger than zero will be considered.
Furthermore only one of every 1000 remaining grid cells will be considered due to software
limitations. In the end the analysis still comprises more than 40000 data points.
Fig. 3.2 shows the histograms of acc as simulated using the original parametrization capped
by cloud area fraction (ORGUPAC) and by 1 (ORGUP1) and the novel parametrization
capped by cloud area fraction (NEWUPAC) and by 1 (NEWUPAC). We expect that the occurrence of cloud-core area fraction follows a pareto distribution, where values closer to
zero (ShCu clouds) are more common than higher values (A value of 1 would mean a cloudcore area fraction covering the entire grid cell: from now on referred to as ’fully convective
cells’). The default settings in ORGUP1 (Fig. 3.2 c)) give a pareto distribution without values
exceeding 0.2, so in the range where we would we expect the acc to occur. Because the minima of acc of 0.01, 0.001 and 0.0001 all fall in the same bin, histograms for NEWLOW001 and
NEWLOW0001 look identical to NEWUPAC (Fig. 3.2 b)). Both parametrizations limited by
ac (ORGUPAC and NEWUPAC, respectively Fig. 3.2 a) and b)) have frequent occurrences
of extremely small acc and there is hardly any acc visible close to zero in both these runs.
This can be explained by lower and upper limits of ORGUPAC and NEWUPAC: whenever
in a grid cell a certain acc is calculated, but when the cloud cover scheme calculates clear
skies (no ac ), the acc is overwritten by the lower limit. From this we infer that limiting the
acc by ac is a poor choice for both parametrizations. Even if capping acc by ac is physically
just, it produces unphysical distributions of acc . Apparently, the default cloud cover scheme
(Lohmann and Roeckner, 1996) underestimates convective cloud covers. The very scarce
occurrence of convective cloud covers in the original parametrization limited by ac (Fig. 3.2
a)) corroborates this conclusion. However, Fig. 3.2 d) shows that the new parametrization is
able to produce values close to zero. On the other hand NEWUP1 shows a large amount of
occurrences of grid cells where the acc is equal to 1. The occurrence of a fully convective grid
cell could be the result of a grid cell near saturation or an extremely high standard deviation
of specific humidity. The original parametrization with default settings shows the most realistic distribution of acc . Both the original and new parametrization require an upper limit
of 1 to be able to produce pareto distributions of cloud-core area fractions.
Extremes in acc have implications for the vertical velocities and computation times: extremely low values of acc (for example the lower limit of 0.0001, which frequently occurs
in ORGUPAC and NEWUPAC), meaning that often the mass flux is forced through a small
area, lead to extremely high updraft velocities and, consequently, long computation times
10
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Figure 3.2: acc for ORGUPAC a), NEWUPAC b), ORGUP1 c) and NEWUP1 d) for January 2001 for
grid cells where M is larger than 0. To thin out the data due to software limitations one in every
thousand data points is selected. The x-axes comprise the area fraction with different ranges and the
y-axes the percentage of grid cells where a certain acc occurs.
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related to the large amount of required internal time steps. In contrast, fully convective grid
cells will cause rather low updraft velocities and don’t increase computation time.
Another way to validate the performance of the new parametrization at all vertical levels,
especially with respect to convective transport, is the distribution of vertical velocity. Vertical velocities in cloud cores regularly occur within a range from 1 - 5 m s−1 , where values
exceeding 5 m s−1 are less common (Siebesma et al., 2003), so that the distribution should
look like a natural pareto distribution. Here we evaluate vertical velocities in cloud cores
only, thus we expect the νup to occur in the mentioned range.
Fig. 3.3 shows the νup for the same data is in Fig. 3.2. Firstly, Fig. 3.3 c) confirms that in the
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Figure 3.3: νup calculated from Eq. 2.1 for a) ORGUPAC, b) NEWUPAC, c) NEWUP1 and d)
NEWLOW001. Data is where M is larger than zero for January 2001. To thin out the data due to
software limitations one in every thousand data points is selected. The x-axes comprise the νup in
m s−1 and the y-axes the percentage of grid cells where a certain νup occurs.

default settings of ORGUP1 the vertical velocity in cloud cores always equals 1 m s−1 . The
vertical velocity could only be higher than 1 when upper limit of 1 is reached in ORGUP1
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due to an extremely high mass flux. In that case the calculated vertical velocity has to be
higher than 1 m s−1 in order to compensate for the higher mass flux (Eq. 2.1). It could be
lower than one if the mass flux is so low, so that the lower limit is reached and a vertical
velocity lower than 1 is necessary. Apparently this doesn’t occur.
Subsequently, in the case of when the cloud-core area fraction often meets the lower limit
due to capping by ac (Fig. 3.2 a) and b)), the mass flux is forced through a relatively small
horizontal plane of 0.0001, causing vertical velocities to reach up to 1000 m s−1 , which is not
physically sound. So capping the novel parametrization by ac not only leads to unrealistic distributions of cloud-core area fractions, but also unphysical vertical velocities. When
the new parametrization is capped by 1 (Fig. 3.3 d)), this doesn’t occur very often, because
when the novel paremetrization is capped by 1 it is able to produce cloud-core area fractions higher than the lower limit, leading to a natural pareto distribution with extremes.
More than 70% is in the range of 1 - 5 m s−1 , which looks promising.
The data used in Fig. 3.3 has been severely thinned out, so that we might have omitted
too many values. Next to this we want to assess how the novel parametrization performs
with regards to height, so we will consider four sigma-levels (31, 28, 24 and 14; respectively
p = 981.7, 914.3, 751.6 and 334.8 hPa), which are representative for the surface, boundary
layer, inversion and upper troposphere. First all grid cells will be selected where M > 0.
Due to software limitations, data sets at every height shouldn’t exceed 50.000 data points.
When 50.000 data points are exceeded, sampling will be applied.
Fig. 3.4 a), b) and c) display that reasonable vertical velocities are produced at the surface,
in and above the planetary boundary layer when the novel parametrization is capped by 1.
However, Fig. 3.4 d) depicts that in the upper troposphere vertical velocities exceed 1000
m s−1 ! Fig. 3.3 b) showed that due to an upper limit of ac , the acc was overwritten to the
lower limit, because the cloud cover scheme failed to produce ac , so that vertical velocities
heavily increased. In Fig. 3.4 d) the novel parametrization with an upper limit of 1 fails to
produce an acc , so that the lower limit of 0.0001 is taken over and vertical velocities exceed
1000 m s−1 . This depicts that at higher vertical levels the used convection scheme calculates
a mass flux where the novel parametrization fails to produce cloud cores. This problem
might be solved if we apply a higher lower limit of 0.01, so when there would be a mass flux
forced through the minimum acc , vertical velocities won’t reach extremely high values.
We know from Fig. 3.2 that the acc distribution for NEWLOW001 (lower limit of 0.01 and
upper limit of ac ) is identical to NEWAC and unrealistic, but in this run the lower limit is
often produced, so that the influence of applying the lower limit of 0.01 is clearly visible.
Fig. 3.5 displays the vertical velocities for NEWLOW001 at the same vertical heights as Fig.
3.4. The values at all heights hardly exceed 20 m s−1 . Applying a lower limit of 0.01 compensates the effect that causes vertical velocities to exceed 1000 m s−1 when a lower limit
of 0.0001 is applied (NEWUP1). Thereby we can conclude that it’s necessary for the novel
parametrization to have a lower limit of 0.01 and an upper limit of 1 to produce reasonable
vertical velocities, next to this we know that an upper limit of 1 produces reasonable distributions of acc , so that optimal limits for the novel parametrization would be a lower limit of
0.01 and an upper limit of 1.
Fig 3.6 displays that applying a lower limit of 0.01 and upper limit 1 in NEWNEW results
in slightly lower vertical velocities than when a lower limit of 0.01 and upper limit of ac are
used (Fig. 3.5), which makes sense: increasing both the lower and higher limit increases
overall cloud-core area fraction, leading to lower vertical velocities. In the case that the
novel parametrization fails to produce an acc , the lower limit of 0.01 is still high enough to
assure a realistic vertical velocity. Based on distributions of cloud-core area fractions and
13
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Figure 3.4: νup calculated from Eq. 2.1 using acc from NEWUP1 at a) p = 981.7 hPa, b) p = 914.3 hPam
c) p = 751.6 hPa and d) p = 334.8 hPa. Data used is where M is larger than zero for January 2001.
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vertical velocities, a lower limit of 0.01 and an upper limit of 1 are recommended for the
novel parametrization.

3.3 Computational effort
A large occurrence of grid cells where minimum acc occurs, as there are plenty in ORGUPAC, NEWUPAC (subsequently NEWLOW001 and NEWLOW0001) and NEWUP1, could
lead to numerical difficulties. If the M has to be concentrated over the minimum acc of
0.0001, the amount of intra time-steps increases heavily, increasing the computational effort.
Since the mass of air that is allowed to leave the grid cell per intra time-step scales with
cloud-core area fraction, high mass fluxes through small cloud cores are computationally
expensive. The increase in intra time-steps will be less for the larger lower limits of 0.01
and 0.001. A high mass flux forced through the minimum acc doesn’t occur in the original
parametrization capped by 1 (ORGUP1), since there low acc are only present for low M , due
to the calculation method. But when the original parametrization is capped by ac , the acc is
calculated in an identical way, so based on the mass flux from the CONVECT submodel, but
is overwritten to its minimum of 0.0001 if the cloud cover scheme in the CLOUD submodel
fails to calculate ac , increasing computational effort. The same thing is expected to happen
when the novel parametrization is capped by ac (NEWUPAC). In contrast, if for example a
grid cell would be fully convective, but the M is 0 kg m−2 s−1 , there will be no increase in
intra time-steps or implications for convective transport, but merely a misrepresentation of
acc with respect to M . We distinguish two types of inconsistencies for simulations with a
lower limit for acc of 0.0001:
1. Grid cells where M > 0 kg m−2 s−1 and acc = 0.0001
2. Grid cells where M = 0 kg m−2 s−1 and acc > 0.0001
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Figure 3.7: Vertical profiles representing the inconsistencies between M and acc for January 2001 for
ORGUPAC a), NEWUPAC b) and NEWUP1 c). The black line represents the fraction of grid cells that
experience a M greater than 0 but a minimum acc and the red line represents the grid cells where
there is no M but a higher acc . The x-axes show to what fraction of the total amount of grid cells
these conditions apply and the y-axes show the globally averaged pressure on sigma levels.

In Fig. 3.7 these globally averaged inconsistencies are shown with respect to pressure. When
comparing the black lines, ORGUPAC and NEWUPAC show a lot more inconsistencies of
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the first type than NEWUP1, ~70% of the grid cells near the surface. We discussed in Sect.
3.2 that this is due to the fact that often when ORGUPAC and NEWUPAC produce cloudcore presence, it is limited by ac , because the used cloud scheme does not predict cloud
core presence where the convection scheme predicts convective transport, heavily increasing the amount of intra time-steps and the computational effort needed. Furthermore, these
statistics appear to be nearly identical between ORGUPAC and NEWUPAC, indicating that
the occurrence of minimum acc in both experiments is hardly dependent of parametrization
choice, but rather on the limiting ac . The profiles for NEWLOW001 and NEWLOW0001
would be optically identical to NEWUPAC, but with different lower limits.
For the simulations with the new parametrization, NEWUPAC and NEWUP1, it is clear
from the red lines in Fig. 3.7 b) and c) that occurrences of inconsistencies of the second type
are not uncommon. This is especially the case when 1 is used as an upper limit to acc , rather
than ac . This states that, in contrast to the distributions of vertical velocities at different vertical levels in Sect. 3.2, the new parametrization might not be suitable at all heights, since of
the relatively large amount of inconsistencies between the mass flux calculated by the convection scheme and the cloud-core area fraction calculated by the novel parametrization.
This infers that the mass flux calculation and the novel parametrization are not compatible.
The red line in ORGUPAC is 0% by definition, since the acc is derived from the M , so there
is always a minimum acc when there is no M .
To further elaborate on additional computation time caused by high mass fluxes forced
Table 3.1: Total computational times in CPU hours per model run. Factor is the CPU hours in comparison with the default EMAC settings; ORGUP1. Note that these simulations have not been finished at the time of calculating these CPU hours, but have been extrapolated computational speed.

Run
ORGUPAC
TORGUPAC
ORGUP1
NEWUPAC
TNEWUPAC
NEWLOW001
NEWLOW0001
NEWUP1
NEWNEW
ALWAYS1

CPU hours

Factor

34840.33
24735.86
1946.41
20524.38
19344.69
2034.19
3490.91
1920.39
1974.03
1840.61

17.90
12.71
1.00
10.54
9.94
1.10
1.79
0.99
1.01
0.95

through small cloud-core area fractions and differences between cloud cover scheme choice,
we show the computational effort per numerical experiment with a factor relative to the
default settings (ORGUP1) in table 3.1. Just as hypothesized, when ac caps the acc and the
M is concentrated over the minimum acc of 0.0001, intra time-steps heavily increase, increasing the computation time (ORGUPAC, TORGUPAC, NEWUPAC and TNEWUPAC).
For both the original and new parametrization, using the Tompkins cloud scheme results
in a more efficient simulation than when the Lohmann and Roeckner cloud scheme is used.
This may be due to a higher cloud presence in the Tompkins scheme, but might also be a
result different dynamics on the computation time. To be sure which cloud cover scheme
is computationally cheaper, one has to submit numerical experiments without enabling the
CVTRANS submodel, excluding the effect of lower and upper limits on computational ef18
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fort.
Increasing the lower limit in the novel parametrization from 0.0001 to 0.001 severely decreases runtime by more than ~80%. So when the lower limit is taken, because ac doesn’t
predict cloud presence, the mass flux is concentrated over a larger area, decreasing the computation time. When a lower limit of 0.01 is taken, computation even decreases by ~90%.
The most efficient run (with the least internal time-steps) is ALWAYS1, because the acc always equals 1. Computational efforts of runs capped by 1 appear to be close (ORGUP1,
NEWUP1 and NEWNEW). Both increasing the lower limit from 0.0001 to 0.01 and changing
the upper limit from ac to 1 have a comparable effect on computation time, though through
two different mechanisms. When applying the novel parametrization with preferred settings (lower limit 0.01 and upper limit 1, NEWNEW) hardly any computational efficiency is
lost.

3.4 Nonlinear least squares regression
Both parametrizations appear to have different features: so far we have seen that the original
parametrization with default settings (ORGUP1) produces the most reasonable distribution
of acc , but assumes the νup to always equal 1. On the other hand, the new parametrization
with lower limit 0.01 and upper limit 1 (NEWNEW) is derived from LES data and gives
a more realistic representation of the vertical velocities. Both are computationally equally
applicable. More quality assessments are needed to point out which parametrization will
most realistically represent convective transport in EMAC.
Another way to evaluate the validity of the novel parametrization is nonlinear least squares
regression. In the new parametrization acc was derived as a function of Q2 (Eq. 2.2), where
physically M relates to acc through Eq. 2.1. As a first indicator to check whether the
parametrization is reasonable, we investigate to what extent M has the same dependence
on Q2 as the diagnosed acc does, under the assumption that ρair and νup can be considered
as unbiased noise around this relation.
We use the following relation:
M = aQ−2
2 ,

(3.1)

where a will be determined by regression and the exponent of Q2 is similar to the exponent
in Eq. 2.2. The goodness of fit will be evaluated using the root mean square error RM SE
between the EMAC simulated M and the one predicted by the nonlinear least squares regression model in the following way:
r
Σn (x̂ − x)2
,
(3.2)
RM SE =
n
where x̂ is the predicted variable (M ), x the EMAC simulated value and n the number
of points. The larger the RMSE, the further the predicted values deviate from the EMAC
simulated ones, thus the worse the fit.
The regression takes place at the same heights as the analysis of vertical velocities in Fig.
3.4. The x-axis has been shortened, as Q2 easily reaches values of tens of thousands, which
could be a result of the grid cell being far from saturation or an extremely low standard
deviation of moisture (Eq. 2.2). The range from 0 to 8 is shown, because this is the range
where cumulus cloud formation occurs, according to (Sikma and Ouwersloot, 2015).
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Figure 3.8: Nonlinear least squares regression using M as dependent variable and Q2 as independent
variable. Data is fitted to Eq. 3.1. Data is used from NEWUP1, but is identical for all runs that use the
Lohmann and Roeckner cloud scheme. Data is used from January 2001, considering only the grid
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p = 334.8 hPa. The x-axes show Q2 . The y-axes depict M in kg m−2 s−1 .
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Fig. 3.8 displays the RMSE at 4 vertical levels, which all nearly match the range of the
y-axis, indicating that there is hardly any relation between the mass flux and cloud-core
area fraction calculated by the novel parametrization at any vertical level. The regression
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Figure 3.9: Identical to Fig. 3.8, but instead of sigma-levels as height: a) height of highest mass flux
(HMF) and b) first level above the planetary boundary layer height (PBL)

applied in Fig. 3.8 was applied at vertical levels which are approximately constant, but the
parametrization was derived at cloud base, which varies diurnally (Vilà-Guerau de Arellano
et al., 2005; Ouwersloot et al., 2013). In the LES cases used to derive the parametrization
cloud base was determined as the first height where LES grid cells were saturated. Since
this “all-or-nothing” approach is difficult to apply on a horizontal resolution of ~125 km
due to sub-grid moisture variability, two different approaches for determining cloud base
have been used: the height where the highest mass flux occurs and first height above the
planetary boundary layer height. The RMSE in Fig. 3.9 show that correlations are identical,
so hardly present, on both cloud bases. Reasons for a bad correlation could be that:
• Our assumption that ρair and/or νup are unbiased noise around the relation between
M and Q2 is unjustified.
• The M calculated by the convection scheme is incompatible with the acc calculated by
novel parametrization.

3.5 Zonal averages of acc and mixing ratios
The application of the novel parametrization for acc in the convective transport could be
considered an improvement, since its computational cost is not higher than applying the
original parametrization, the parametrization is derived from more physical assumptions
and LES studies and, when applying the proper limits to the parametrized acc , the distribution of νup seems more realistic. On the other hand, in Sect. 3.2 we’ve shown that values
for acc are more realistic for the original parametrization. Before we assess the implications of applying the new parametrization in EMAC on convective transport, we show the
rather large differences between cloud-core area fractions of the original parametrization
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with default settings (ORGUP1) and the preferred settings for the novel parametrization
(NEWNEW) in acc averaged zonally and over January 2001 in Fig. 3.10.
When one looks at the distribution in Fig. 3.10 a), the highest average acc occurs close to the
surface around the equator and 40N and extend vertically to ~200 hPa. At larger latitudes
average acc decreases rapidly with height. A different pattern can be seen in Fig. 3.10 b),
where the largest average acc occur close to the surface around the poles and remain approximately constant with height up to ~200 hPa. Furthermore, around the equator average
acc increases with height to reach it’s maximum at ~100 hPa, which seems unrealistic and
stresses the need to test the parametrization with tropical convection cases. Magnitudes of
the values of acc calculated by the new parametrization scale maximally with a factor 40
to the original parametrization. Since the cloud-core area fraction in ORGUP1 is a direct
function of mass flux and therefore its zonal average, this comparison underlines the incompatibility of the M calculated by the used convection scheme and the acc calculated by
the novel parametrization.
To see how respective changes in parametrizations, cloud schemes, lower and upper limits
result in alterations in mixing ratios, first we assess the RMSD of the exponentially decaying
tracers with various lifetimes in Tab. 3.2. Data used are average mixing ratios outputted
every 5 hours, averaged per day. For the values in Tab. 3.2 root mean square deviations
were averaged horizontally, vertically and over January 2001.
The RMSD’s are largest for the numerical experiments where acc was capped by ac , especially for the chemical tracers with the shortest lifetimes. We have seen in Sect. 3.2 that
vertical velocities easily exceed 1000 m s−1 , which results in propelling chemical tracers to
greater vertical extents when limiting the acc by ac . Because in ORGUP1 the vertical velocity
was only 1 m s−1 , chemical tracers with shorter lifetimes would decay before they could be
transported.
When the acc is capped by ac , but higher lower limits of 0.01 and 0.001 are applied (NEWLOW001
and NEWLOW0001), RMSD’s are much smaller. This can be explained as follows: when
acc is capped by ac , the lower limit if applied often. The lower limits of these runs are
in the range where the original parametrization with default settings (ORGUP1) calculates
cloud-core area fractions. The largest RMSD’s in these runs can be found in the timescale of
convective transport (~6 h − 1 d). The chemical tracers with shorter lifetimes (τ = 1000 s
and τ = 1 h) decay too fast to be picked up by convective transport and chemical tracers

Figure 3.10: Cloud-core area fraction averaged zonally and over January 2001 for the original
parametrization with default settings ORGUP1 a) and the novel parametrization with preferred settings NEWNEW b). The x-axes comprise the longitude, the left y-axis a logarithmic pressure axis in
hPa and the right y-axis altitude in km. The colour panel shows values of acc .
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Table 3.2: The weighted root mean square deviations for exponentially decaying tracers with different lifetimes for all the numerical experiments. Exp. 2 functions as reference numerical experiment.

Comparison

RMSD (in %) of chemical tracers with lifetimes τ

Exp. 1

Exp. 2

1000s

1 hour

6 hours

1 day

2 days

25 days

50 days

ORGUPAC
TORGUPAC
NEWUPAC
TNEWUPAC

ORGUP1
ORGUP1
ORGUP1
ORGUP1

254.28
249.69
254.81
267.62

263.59
257.64
263.91
277.16

200.88
194.14
200.18
207.31

129.96
125.16
126.36
132.89

101.59
98.86
97.19
104.01

28.33
29.52
26.90
29.76

17.59
18.61
16.80
18.80

NEWLOW001
NEWLOW0001
NEWUP1
NEWNEW
ALWAYS1

ORGUP1
ORGUP1
ORGUP1
ORGUP1
ORGUP1

3.65
3.52
4.68
4.68
5.16

6.29
6.04
8.41
8.41
9.50

10.33
10.98
15.07
15.10
17.94

9.70
12.38
13.87
13.90
18.86

8.25
10.97
11.18
11.21
17.38

2.19
2.74
2.58
2.58
5.64

1.27
1.56
1.48
1.48
3.30

NEWLOW001
NEWLOW0001
NEWUP1
NEWNEW

ALWAYS1
ALWAYS1
ALWAYS1
ALWAYS1

2.99
3.81
2.07
2.06

6.01
7.83
4.12
4.11

12.82
18.93
8.82
8.80

14.43
21.86
11.60
11.58

13.67
19.41
11.93
11.92

4.64
5.41
4.39
4.39

2.71
3.12
2.56
2.56

with longer lifetimes (τ = 25 d and τ = 50 d) are generally well-mixed through the atmosphere, so that RMSD’s for these lifetimes are relatively low. Taking an upper limit of 1
(NEWUP1) results in comparable but slightly higher RMSD’s as taking larger lower limits
(NEWLOW001 and NEWLOW0001).
In Sect. 3.2 we’ve shown that increasing the lower limit from 0.0001 to 0.01 was necessary
for the novel parametrization to calculate reasonable vertical velocities, but when an upper limit of 1 is applied and the lower limit is increased from 0.0001 (NEWUP1) to 0.01
(NEWNEW), the RMSD’s hardly change. So increasing the lower limit with an upper limit
1 hardly affects mixing ratios and consequently RMSD’s.
From all settings for numerical experiments with the cloud-core area fraction produced by
the novel parametrization coupled to convective transport, ALWAYS1 deviates most from
ORGUP1, because acc is always 1.
The RMSD’s in Tab. 3.2 give differences between simulations, weighted by the total amount
of tracer globally. Zonal averages average mixing ratios over the latitude and weigh them by
the zonal averaged amount of tracer and can be used to assess where these deviations occur.
Fig. 3.11 a) displays the mixing ratio of the chemical tracer with a lifetime of τ = 1 d, which
has higher mixing ratios close to the surface and is much less well-mixed than the chemical tracer with a lifetime of τ = 50 d b). Differences between the original parametrization
(ORGUP1) a) and b) and the novel parametrization (NEWNEW) c) and d) are optically hard
to find, but relative differences show that in the novel parametrization with preferred settings for a chemical tracer with lifetime τ = 1 d (NEWNEW) mixing ratios at the surface
are lower and higher in the upper troposphere. This could be a result of the higher vertical
velocities in the cloud-cores in the novel parametrization than the assumed 1 m s−1 in the
original parametrization, which mainly apply to chemical tracers with a lifetime of τ = 1 d.
Relative differences in NEWNEW for chemical tracers with a lifetime of τ = 1 d range to
100%, where even mixing ratios for chemical tracers with a lifetime of τ = 50 d are affected
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Figure 3.11: The top row consists out of the mixing ratios in the original parametrization with default
settings (ORGUP1), the middle row the novel parametrization with lower limit 0.01 and upper limit 1
(NEWNEW) and bottom row the relative differences between these two numerical experiments. The
left column shows mixing ratios and the relative differences for the chemical tracers with lifetime
τ = 1 d and the right column τ = 50 d. Data used is averaged zonally and over January 2001.
Mixing ratios are given in µmol mol−1 and relative differences in %. x- and y-axes are similar to Fig.
3.10
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by ~10%. Even though relative differences are smaller for chemical tracers with longer lifetimes, differences are still substantial.
Because mixing ratios of both lifetimes decrease at the surface, we can state that vertical
transport is enhanced, propelling chemical tracers with both lifetimes to greater vertical extents.
Moreover, we can say that the effect of applying the new parametrization affects the convective transport significantly. The RMSD’s for the novel parametrization with lower limit
0.01 and upper limit 1 (NEWNEW) with regard to the original parametrization with default
settings (ORGUP1) ranges from 1.48% for lifetimes of τ = 50 d to 15.1% for lifetimes of
τ = 6 h.
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Chapter 4

Conclusions and recommendations
4.1 Conclusions
The goal of this research was finding a more realistic way to represent convective transport
in EMAC. Essential for a correct representation of convective transport is the cloud-core area
fraction and subsequently the standard deviation of moisture. For this research the model
code was updated, since the old code contained i) an incorrectly calculated ii) proxy (distribution width (b − a)) for iii) the standard deviation of moisture. This was fixed in the
updated code, where we i) made sure the standard deviation is always calculated correctly,
regardless of cloud cover scheme, ii) additionally actually calculated the standard deviation
of moisture next to the originally diagnosed distribution width (b − a) and iii) corrected the
variable description. Furthermore, in the updated code the standard deviation of moisture
was used in a new parametrization for of area fraction of cloud cores. The effect of implementing this novel parametrization on convective transport was investigated. Also, the
quality of the original parametrization is assessed.
Histograms of area fractions of cloud cores show that limiting the area fraction of cloud cores
by the area fraction of clouds calculated by both available cloud cover schemes results in an
underestimation of convective clouds, because the current EMAC cloud cover schemes does
not necessarily predict clouds at similar spots as where mass flux is predicted according to
the convection scheme. Limiting the cloud-core area fraction by 1 instead shows that the
novel parametrization is able to predict convective clouds, but it also gives a large amount
of grid cells where cloud cores cover an entire grid cell. The original parametrization produces the most realistic distribution of cloud-core area fractions.
Especially in the numerical experiments capped by cloud area fraction, convective clouds
are locally underestimated and mass fluxes are forced through the minimum cloud-core
area fraction, resulting in vertical velocities exceeding 1000 m s−1 . Applying a lower limit
of 0.0001 and an upper limit of 1 generally gives lower vertical velocities but values still
exceed 1000 m s−1 at larger vertical extents. When a higher lower limit of 0.01 is applied,
vertical velocities at all vertical heights hardly exceed 20 m s−1 , with a distribution that is
more realistic than the assumption in the original parametrization that the vertical velocity
in cloud cores always equals 1 m s−1 . Preferred settings for the novel parametrization are a
lower limit of 0.01 and an upper limit of 1.
The computational effort for both the original and new parametrization are mainly controlled by the lower and upper limits through intra time-stepping. In original model settings
the amount of mass flux that is allowed to leave the grid cell scales with the area fraction
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of cloud cores. The smaller the area fraction of cloud cores, the smaller the amount of mass
flux that is allowed to leave the grid cell, the more intra time-steps are needed to resolve the
mass flux in the entire time step and the more costly simulation becomes computationally.
We’ve seen earlier that when the cloud-core area fraction is limited by the cloud area fraction, convective clouds are suppressed, which increases intra time-steps and computational
cost. The novel parametrization with preferred settings equals the computational effort of
the original parametrization with default settings.
Zonal averages of cloud-core area fractions show that values predicted by the novel parametrization with upper limit 0.01 and upper limit 1 scale with a factor 40 to values predicted by the
original parametrization with default settings. Furthermore, since the cloud-core area fraction in the old parametrization is a direct function of mass flux and zonal averages look
completely different between the old and new parametrization, we underline the incompatibility of the mass flux calculated by the convection scheme and the cloud-core area fraction
predicted by the novel parametrization.
The use of both parametrizations is justified by different arguments. The original parametrization shows a more realistic distribution of cloud-core area fraction, but assumes a constant
vertical velocity. The new parametrization is based on more realistic assumptions and LES
studies and is able to produce a realistic vertical velocity distribution, but calculates a cloudcore area fraction which is hardly compatible with the mass flux calculated by the convection
scheme. The convective transport is significantly different for both parametrizations.
In all numerical experiments exponentially decaying tracers with different lifetimes were introduced. Air mass weighted root mean square deviations of the monthly averaged concentrations due to chaning the cloud-core area fraction parametrization show that capping the
cloud-core area fraction by the cloud area fraction results in the largest deviations. Because
there is hardly any convective cloud cover in these simulations, mass flux is forced through a
cloud-core area fraction of 0.0001 resulting in vertical velocities exceeding 1000 m s−1 , which
propel chemical tracers to larger vertical extents, especially tracers with shorter lifetimes.
When a lower limit of 0.0001 and an upper limit of 1 are applied in the novel parametrization, root mean square deviations are largest for chemical tracers with lifetime 6 h − 1 h,
which is on the same timescale as convective transport. For the novel parametrization with
lower limit 0.01 and upper limit 1 root mean square deviations range from 1.5% to 15.1%.
Zonal averages are computed of mixing ratios for chemical tracers with lifetimes 1 d −
50 d, for the new parametrization with preferred settings and the original parametrization with the default settings. Relative differences between these zonal averages generally
show a decrease in mixing ratio for both lifetimes at the surface and an increase at larger
vertical heights, which points to enhanced vertical convective transport when the novel
parametrization is applied.

4.2 Recommendations
The novel parametrization was derived using 10 different LES cases: shallow cumulus, stratocumulus and transition cases. However, for further confirmation, the parametrization
should be tested for more cumulus types (also at higher vertical extents), for example also
for deep tropical cumulus convection. A cloud-core area fraction parametrization representative for all cumulus types should be derived from a wide variety of cumulus types.
More research is needed to prove whether the change in convective transport resulting from
the use of the novel parametrization is beneficial or not. It is difficult to recommend a “bet28
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ter parametrization”. The original parametrization produces more realistic cloud-core area
fractions, but the novel parametrization is based on more realistic assumptions and LES
studies and produces more realistic vertical velocities. A more realistic vertical velocity in
cloud cores could be used for e.g. aerosol transport. For the use of the novel parametrization
we recommend a lower limit of 0.01 and upper limit of 1 for optimal computation time and
realistic vertical velocities
We further propose some changes to the original parametrization of cloud-core area fraction.
As mentioned before, the original parametrization uses the rather crude approximation that,
if there is an area fraction of cloud cores, the vertical velocity always equals 1 m s−1 . This
could be improved by scaling the vertical velocity in cloud cores by the Deardorff convective velocity scale according to (Sikma and Ouwersloot, 2015).
Since convective transport is highly dependent on mass flux, it would be interesting to check
the performance of the newly implemented parametrization when using different convection schemes and closure assumptions. Because of the fact that in the new parametrization
mass flux and area fraction of cloud cores are calculated independently, currently disagreeing patterns in (convective) cloud presence might agree more when mass flux is calculated
by another convection scheme.
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